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1. An executive summary of the project:

2. A description of the location (City(s), County(s), etc.), proposed service areas, parners
involved and anticipated improvements.
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3. Goals of the project and community need to address including whether the proposed area is
unserved or economically distressed or what the compelling need is, if served.

4. The proposed infrastruture and access improvements planned, including the number of
proposed connected premisees and community anchor institutions, businesses, or other
organizations and the recipients to be served by the project.
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5. The short and long-term investment benefit to the community and service area proposed.


	1: 
	0: SCTelcom, a small rural Kansas broadband company established in 1953, currently provides high-quality broadband Internet services with upload and download speeds up to 1 Gigabit per second to more than 3,000 customers, including residences, businesses, farms and critical community facilities in and near the rural KS communities of Attica, Anthony, Harper, Hazelton, Iuka, Kiowa, Lake City, Medicine Lodge, Pratt, Sharon, Sun City, and Turon. Over the past 20 years, SCTelcom has improved its broadband connectivity to existing unserved and underserved customers typically by constructing fiber to the premise for the most reliable and scalable broadband access network.  Additionally, SCTelcom has converted most of its facilities from copper to fiber over the years. Most recently, Fiber to the Home (FTTH) was deployed to rural Barber, Harper and Pratt County residents and businesses. These projects were completed in less than 90 days, demonstrating SCTelcom’s ability to complete projects in a timely manner. Over the last 20 years, SCTelcom has deployed over 1,500 miles of Fiber, providing customers with world class Internet service in rural Kansas. Furthermore, SCTelcom is regulated by both Federal and State entities which have strict deadlines for various reporting. SCTelcom is in good standing with all regulators, which further demonstrates the company’s ability to meet deadlines.SCTelcom is proposing to expand broadband service with symmetrical speeds up to 1 Gigabit per second to the rural areas in Kingman County, Kansas, near (but not within) the community of Cunningham, where 100% of the population lacks sufficient access to terrestrial based broadband speeds of at least 25 Mbps download and 3 Mbps upload. Through SCTelcom’s commitment to provide the highest quality products and services for its customers, this project will improve broadband connectivity and enhance the socioeconomic, educational and workforce development opportunities available to 3 households in this rural Kansas community.SCTelcom proposes to use 100% fiber to the home network facilities using a state-of-the-art and scalable platform for locations within the proposed coverage area. Upon project completion, subscribers will be served by a robust fiber to the premise design. The current SCTelcom internet bundles include Managed WIFI and are, on average, 80% of the documented affordability benchmark for the United States. SCTelcom has 20 years of experience in constructing and operating a high-quality broadband network.  The proposed project will commence as soon as approved. The project will be built in a single phase. SCTELCOM will obtain the necessary permits for construction and complete negotiations with the drop contractor, mainline contractor, and splicing contractor, if applicable. Applicant has the materials in stock for the project (or will procure outside plant materials as well as network and access equipment for the project in advance of the project start date). Performance bonds and contracts will be reviewed and approved by all entities and contractors involved in the project.  Construction will begin and be completed in approximately 15 days, building 4 route miles of mainline fiber, within a 1.6 square mile area, passing 7 residential and business locations, after which fiber splicing and testing will take place. During the construction of facilities, electronic cabinets will also be placed by the equipment vendor. All installed electronic equipment will be tested to ensure newly integrated equipment is operating and performing efficiently. SCTelcom will ensure the project is integrated into its existing management and billing systems. An engineering validation test will be executed to ensure the project has met design goals and specifications, and upon verification, the project will be completed and successfully closed out.SCTelcom has a highly-skilled workforce consisting of more than 30 exceptionally talented and hard-working Kansans.  Further, SCTelcom has a team of managers and staff, with over 100 years of combined experience in the telecommunications industry, capable of constructing and maintaining this robust and sustainable broadband operation under the proposed plan. SCTelcom will partner with several local contractors on the proposed project further enhancing the local economies. 
	1: SCTelcom is proposing to expand broadband service with symmetrical speeds up to 1 Gigabit per second to the rural areas in Kingman County, Kansas, near (but not within) the community of Cunningham, where 100% of the population lacks sufficient access to terrestrial based broadband speeds of at least 25 Mbps download and 3 Mbps upload. Through SCTelcom’s commitment to provide the highest quality products and services for its customers, this project will improve broadband connectivity and enhance the socioeconomic, educational and workforce development opportunities available to 7 rural households or farms in this rural Kansas community. SCTelcom proposes to use 100% fiber to the home network facilities using a state-of-the-art and scalable platform for locations within the proposed coverage area. Upon project completion, subscribers will be served by a robust fiber to the premise design. SCTelcom will partner with several local contractors on the proposed project further enhancing the local economies. 

	Text1: 
	1: SCTelcom proposes to use 100% fiber to the home network facilities using a re platform for locations within the proposed coverage area. Upon project completion, subscribers will be served by a robust fiber to the premise design. This project will pass 7 farms/residences in rural Kingman.  Upon completion, and based on recent broadband adoption rates, SCTelcom anticipates this project to intially connect 3 residential locations within a mile of Cunningham, Kansas.  
	0: Through SCTelcom’s commitment to provide the highest quality products and services for its customers, this project will improve broadband connectivity and enhance the socioeconomic, educational and workforce development opportunities available to 7 farms or households in this rural Kansas area that are otherwise unserved. While the proposed funded service area is small, Rural Kingman County, where SCTELCOM’s fiber-to-the-premise network does not exist, is unserved.  The project areas proposed for grant funding that SCTELCOM selected are rural and do not include any connections within the city of Cunningham.  Cox Communications and CenturyLink offer substantially compliant Internet services (minimum 25/3) within the City of Cunningham but do not extend those offerings outside the city limits.   This is substantiated by the FCC’s National Broadband map. According to a resident within the proposed funded service area, "I am an ER provider, and I am in a dead spot, and desperate. We really have no other options in rural Cunningham".  Reportedly, this particular resident relies upon and unreliable cellular service with data caps, making the service unaffordable.

	Text2: This project will contribute to the economic and community development in the proposed service area by ensuring Kansans are connected with affordable and reliable broadband.  As the COVID-19 pandemic has proven, broadband is necessary for Kansans, regardless of their location and proximity to urban areas, healthcare facilities or educational institutions.  SCTelcom's facilities and infrastructure connects rural Kansas residents and businesses and can truly impact their quality of life, ability to learn, work, play or conduct business.  By employing local contractors in the process of building out SCTELCOM's networks, local communities also benefit from the wages being recirculated within.While the project is expected to initially connect 3 subscribers, this fiber to the premise project is scalable and will accommodate all passed locations identified within this project’s scope.   The system is also designed with further extensions in mind.  Because SCTELCOM must be prepared to serve all unserved locations within the county and avoid re-investment over passed locations, this project is designed with further extensions in mind.  A robust broadband service will likely also lead to future economic growth in the area, resulting in additional housing or businesses. Therefore, future economic growth resulting in additional housing or businesses, or additional subscribership will not require substantial time to connect or capital investment.  


